Fractured Globalization:
A Case Study of Tehran*
by Mina Marefat

Globalization is today’s buzzword despite the fact that there is no single universally agreed upon deﬁnition.1 It is a quite fashionable mot-du-jour with hundreds of variant interpretations. But as we all know, buzzwords come and go. For
example, who now cares about Y2K? Some buzzwords make a splash, becoming
star-buzzwords, a few become mainstream, and fewer still quietly come to inhabit our collective consciousness. Where does global ﬁt in this spectrum? How
do we measure a global city? Is it by the number of inhabitants, nationalities,
and multinational corporations? How long does it take to become global? Are
we more global now than we ever were before? How much more global can we
get in the future?
Let me begin with the future-past. When Arnold Toynbee published Cites of
Destiny, his 1967 ecumenical history of cities past, present, and future, Constantine Doxiadis came up with a new name for the incipient world-city.2 He called
it Ecumenopolis to diﬀerentiate it from the “static” cities of the past, which were
small with simple structures comprehensible to their inhabitants. Doxiadis saw
the scientiﬁc revolution and new technology initiating a series of transformations into what he called Dynopolis and then “the Metropolis, Dynametropolis,
Megalopolis, and at present, the Dynamegalopolis.” Unlike its historic ancestors, the contemporary city, grown out of human scale, is irrational, disintegrated, and dysfunctional. Further, Doxiadis saw the cities requiring more and
more space for the fringes, and predicted that “most of the cities of the world
are going to be interconnected into a world-wide network, into a single world-wide
city.”3 Were he here today, with his propensity for coining names, he might well
have called this globalopolis.
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Tehran
Doxiadis’ futuristic vision was ﬂawed by the assumption that all the cities of
the world will inevitably be alike. While cities are continuously changing, and
rapidly, they also retain traces of the past. Not only are cities diﬀerentiated by
topography, geography and climate, the city has been and will continue to be the
quintessential space of cultural inheritance. The force of a culture together with
political will determines not just the physiognomy but also the atmosphere of
the city. In other words, the city is a cultural map. While cities share much in
common, more so now than ever before, they are not identical. Each city’s architecture or even lack thereof forms what Walter Benjamin referred to as a secret,
unwritten text to be read by the urban physiognomist, where “in thousands of
eyes, in thousands of objects, the city is reﬂected.”4 To understand what makes
the city and to comprehend the map is nothing short of painstaking cultural
archaeology of a text full of paradox and contradiction.

For a discussion of this topic see David Held and Anthony G. McGrew, eds. The
Global Transformations Reader: An Introduction to the Globalization Debate, (Cambridge: Polity Press, 2000).
See Constantine Doxiadis, “The Coming World City: Ecumenopolis” in Arnold
Toynbee, ed. Cities of Destiny, (London: Thames and Hudson, 1976), pp. 345–346.
Ibid.
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*Reprinted from New Global History and the City, edited by Elliott Morss,
New Global History Press, 2004.
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renewal, of struggle and contradiction, of ambiguity and anguish. To be [global] is
to be part of a universe in which, as Marx said, ‘all that is solid melts into air.’”9

Writing history is itself a political act and has been since the time of Herodotus. By
deﬁnition the historian reinterprets events and by so doing shapes the present and
impacts the future. If we accept that until recently historiography has narrated the
intellectual and political dominion of the West, then despite the emergence of the new
World History or the New Global History deﬁned so eloquently by Bruce Mazlish,5
our knowledge of cities and of urban histories is still deeply Eurocentric and Western.
Perhaps we simply have not yet developed the frameworks to address the layers of
cultural history that make up the variant global cities of today. Some of the world’s
largest cities are part of the non-Western world where there is little history of urban
physiognomy, let alone cultural archaeology. If during the 19th and much of the 20th
century Western scholars had any interest in these cities, it was tainted by Orientalism.6 Today, Orientalism is a double-edged sword, discouraging many historians who
would have otherwise pursued genuine academic interest in “the other,” while those
within non-Western cultures have yet to develop theories to better understand the
paradoxes and complexities that constitute cities today. As Wolf Schaefer has pointed
out “we are dealing with a plexus of globality and diﬀerent processes and dynamics of
change that are colliding with local histories worldwide.”7

A Case Study: Tehran and globalization
With these thoughts in mind, I approach the question of what makes a city global
through an archeology of the urban landscape of one city at four turbulent historical
moments since the advent of modernity in the 19th century. This is the city of Tehran,
paradoxically familiar and mysterious. Embedded visibly and invisibly in Tehran’s urban physiognomy is the uneasy hybrid city that by some deﬁnitions is global and by
others not. If we excavate historical territory to expose architectural artifacts of urban
existence at each historical moment in light of global forces that were diﬀerently conﬁgured, the result is a fragmented and fractured globalization.

If we follow Sassen and speak of globalization as the global ﬂow of capital, goods,
information, and business people,8 then the global is not radically diﬀerent from Marshall Berman’s idea of the modern. Substituting the word global where he uses modern,
we have:
“To be [global] is to ﬁnd ourselves in an environment that promises us adventure,
power, joy, growth, transformation of ourselves and the world—and, at the same
time, that threatens to destroy everything we have, everything we know, everything we are. [Global] environments and experiences cut across all boundaries of
geography and ethnicity, of class and nationality, of religion and ideology: in this
sense, [globalization] can be said to unite all mankind. But it is a paradoxical unity,
a unity of disunity: it pours us all into a maelstrom of perpetual disintegration and
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See Bruce Mazlish, “The New Global History,” www.newglobalhistory/docs/mazlich-thenew-global-history.pdf, 2001.
Edward Said’s seminal book Orientalism, redeﬁned the term not simply as an academic
discipline but as a world view “a Western style for dominating, restructuring and having
authority over the Orient.” Edward Said, Orientalism, (New York: Vintage Books, 1979),
3.
“Global Technoscience: The Dark Matter of Social Theory,” paper presented to the University of Maryland Conference on Globalizations: Cultural, Economic, Democratic, April
11, 2002, 1.
For a discussion of this topic, see Saskia Sassen, The Global City: New York, London, Tokyo;
(Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 2001).
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Marshall Berman, All That is Solid Melts into Air: The Experience of Modernity (New York,
Simon and Schuster, 1982) 15.

The capital of Iran, Tehran, encapsulates the exponential growth symptomatic of modern Third World capitals and epitomizes the encounters of an historically strong set
of cultural forces with the ﬂows of capital, goods, information, people, and—I add to
Sassen here—politics. I will discuss four key stages during which global forces interacted with forces within to produce fundamental and dynamic change in Tehran.10 I
begin with the city in the 19th century when Tehran was established as the capital and
reconstructed by Nassereddin Shah Qajar, at which time the West, in a world structure
now radically diﬀerent because of industrialization, gradually had shifted its focus to
the colonization of the East. The second key period occurred during the 1920s and 30s
when Tehran was radically transformed by Reza Shah Pahlavi who pursued a ﬁerce
program combining nationalism, secularism, and modernization. The third period,
from the late 1960’s through the 1970s, saw the rise of the Petrodollar, and fueled by oil
money, Iran once again went through unprecedented growth. In its last phase, Tehran’s
entry into the global world has been marked by upheaval and revolution.

named Lebanon, the Assyrian folk, they brought it to Babylon; from Babylon
the Carians and Ionians brought it to Susa…The gold was brought from Sardis
and from Bactria…the silver and copper from Egypt…the ivory from Ethiopia.
Saith Darius the King: at Susa a very excellent work was ordered and brought to
completion.”11
The Persian writing on the walls of the palace at Susa describes a collaborative construction style, what some today would call a multicultural propensity of the tolerant
Achaemenid dynasty. They saw their vast empire not as a monolith, or a “melting pot,”
but instead, as a union of diverse nations. Peoples of vastly varying tongues and faiths,
from Ionians and Assyrians to Lydians and Egyptians, though subjected militarily
were allowed to maintain their own cultural and linguistic habits and become members of the Persian Empire. This theme of unity and diversity is clearly manifest in the
palace at Persepolis, the ceremonial court of Darius and Xerxes, near Shiraz.

In the ﬁrst of these stages, the growing interaction with the West resulted in a revolution embracing modernity, the Constitutional Revolution of 1906. By the last stage,
saturated with Westernization, there was a second revolution in 1979, this one Islamic,
rejecting modernization and monarchy to embrace religion and tradition. Despite its
introversion and anti-Western rhetoric, Iran and Tehran are not immune to the tides
of globalization, but theirs is fragmented.

Cultural Elasticity
To set the stage, I want to go back to what might justly be called an early “global” empire. The following inscription is 25 centuries old:
“The stonecutters who wrought the stone, these were Ionians and those who
wrought the wood, those were Sardians and Egyptians. The men who wrought
the baked brick, those were Babylonians. The men who adorned the wall, those
were Medes and Egyptians. The cedar timber was brought from a mountain
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For a discussion of Tehran’s development history see Bernard Hourcade and Chahryar
Adle, Teheran, Capital Bicentennaire (Paris: Institut Francais de Recherche 1991. 1991,
which is a compilation of essays from the 1989 conference held in Paris commemorating
the 200th anniversary of the city; Marefat, Building to Power: Tehran 1900–1941, Ph.D. dissertation, MIT, 1988 and Ali Madani-pour, Tehran, the Making of a Metropolis, (New York:
World Cities series, Wiley, World Cities series, 1998). There are numerous references for
the study of Tehran in Persian including the multi-volume series by Jafar Shahri entitled
Tehran-e Qadim [Old Tehran], (Tehran: Moin Publishers 1357 (1980)); to which ﬁve more
volumes were added when republished in 1993 and Tariqh Ejtemai Tehran dar Qarn Sizdahom [Social History of Tehran in the 13th (Hegira)] Century (six volumes), (Tehran: Rasa
Publishers 1378 (2000)).
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The transcription of this ancient text of Darius, the Achaemenid king of Iran was ﬁrst
discovered by the French Archaeological Expedition to Iran and this quotation is taken
from Roman Ghirshman’s, Iran, From the Earliest Times to the Islamic Conquest (London:
Penguin Books, 1954), 165–166.

If Persepolis was the architectural manifestation of this unity amidst tolerant diversity,
Nowruz embodied the same spirit in the realm of rituals. Every spring, on the day of
the vernal equinox, people of all creeds came from all corners of the empire to celebrate
Nowruz.12 As a token of their allegiance, they each bore gifts and tributes. They passed
through the Gateway of All Lands, and ascended the monumental double-reversing
stairway, ﬂanked by guards and representatives of the imperial domain, and atop the
stairs, in the great hall, they oﬀered their gifts and tributes to the King of Kings. The
columns were 60 feet high with multi-tiered capitals made of Ionic volutes stacked in
two pairs with plant capitals and crowns of double-headed bulls to carry the ceiling
rafters. Like their contemporaries in Greece, the Persians knew the power and symbolism of architecture. Allowing subject nations to express their own motifs—Assyrian
monsters, Egyptian cornices, Ionic column bases—the Persians created an identiﬁable
architectural style.13

the Arab invasion, and in later centuries the Western onslaught, turned out to be more
seriously transformative. Furthermore, both historians and sociologists have proposed
that Persian history is also a story of numerous, autonomous migratory tribes in constant conﬂict with the sedentary ways of the cities.
To survive these external and internal dangers, this perpetual Sword of Damocles,
Persian architecture and urban design became more introverted, and as a people, Persians mastered the art of cultural elasticity. After each attack they appeared adept at
cultural assimilation, yet persevered in preserving not only their language but many of
their ideas and ideals as a bastion of a continuous cultural and national identity. They
developed a kind of dual psyche.

What Herodotus did not know at the time
of his Histories was that Persia would become
not just a bridge but also a dangerous cross- Miniature Battle Scenes
road of constant attacks by marauding tribes
and foreign armies. Over the centuries, the country was subjected to sporadic and
disruptive attacks; some, like the Mongol invasion were simply devastating, others like

Whether we choose to call it the face and the facade, the inner soul and the outer
persona, zaher va baten, or andarun va birun, the fact remains that a certain dualism
has long permeated Persian life. From the language of architecture and urban design
to the linguistic tropes of the vernacular and the simple design of a Persian courtyard
house, if we look closely enough we can discern this dualism. At the macro level, Persian culture has, in the words of scholars like
Henri Corbin and Mohammad Moin, succeeded in keeping its pre-Islamic kernel over
the ages, and in each era, commensurate with
the dominant force of the time, Persians adopted a suitable veneer.14 In their rendition,
both Shiism and Suﬁsm are manifestations of
this kind of subterfuge for national survival;
so, too, with Persian cities. Historically, they
were invariably introverted but with a complex and covert life, at odds with their usually
austere outer appearance. The same pattern
replicated itself within each self-contained,
autonomous city neighborhood, or mahalleh,
and then at the micro level, in each house,
where high walls and a decided absence of
windows separated a biruni and an andaruni.
This house in particular has often been taken
as a product of Islamic values, speciﬁcally as
an attempt to separate the private quarters,
Courtyard House / Siraj
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Persians, Herodotus praisefully lamented in
his Histories, were studiously eclectic people,
capable of absorbing other cultures. They
were a veritable bridge between East and
West. Since the time of the Achaemenid
Empire, the same motif of creative and eclectic diversity has deﬁned Persian architecture.
The same patterns of architecture, as well as
many other Persian ideas and habits, survived
through the ages, and later inﬂuenced the
development of Islamic civilization. Scholars
as diverse as Marshall Hodgson and Ehsan
Yarshater have pointed to the singularly signiﬁcant role played by Persian culture and
thinkers in the evolution of what is called the
“Golden Age” of Islam.
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The celebration of Nowruz continued even after the Islamic conquest of Iran and continues
to this day and remains as a prime example of cultural continuity.
The theme of unity in Persian architecture from the early Achaemenid period up to the
18th century is the subject of Arthur Upham Pope’s Persian Architecture (London: Thames &
Hudson, 1965); Pope was instrumental in the dissemination of Persian art and architecture
and was the editor of the monumental multi-volume publication on the subject, A Survey
of Persian Art, (Oxford University Press, 1939).
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For Corbin, the Arabic words zahir [zaher] and batin [baten] perfectly indicate the contrast and complementary nature between exoteric and esoteric. In Islam, everything that
is, all external or apparent (zaher) phenomena, conceal (but thereby reveal to whoever has
eyes to see) a hidden, interior (baten) reality. From this point of view, the exterior, as the
phenomenal manifestation, “is the place of the hidden reality’s epiphany or revelation: the
place of the disoccultation of the occult.” Henry Corbin, Voyage and the Messenger, Iran and
Philosophy, Joseph Rowe, trans. (Berkeley: North Atlantic Books, 1998) xvi–xvii.

and particularly the women from the gaze of the unsavory public and from the more
public domain of patriarchy. This is an appealing interpretation, except for the fact
that the phenomenon of the courtyard house already existed in the 20th century BC.15
Undoubtedly, the courtyard house and the Persian city responded in form to the harsh
environmental and climatic forces as much as to custom, tradition and religion.

overwhelmed by the West. Faced with this reality, several approaches towards modernity and the West began to emerge in Iran, each visible in a particular style of architecture and urban design.17

In addition to this cultural dynamic of dualism, historic realities have had yet another
enduring consequence in the architectural history of Iran. If Cairo and Paris have come
to symbolize the continuity of the Egyptian and French cultures respectively as living
monuments of architectural history and urban depositories of the past, in Iran no one
city serves this function. Instead, each era, and sometimes even each dynasty, picked a
new city as the emblem of its own power and glory. There was a time when Rey and
Nishapour were the centers of culture and commerce; other times Isfahan and Qazvin
were transformed into the capital and became the main arena for architectural styles
and innovations.
Now, with the stage set by these historical basics of what we may think of as Iranian
“local culture,” I turn to the puzzles of placing these dynamics within global contexts.
In the last two centuries of the Qajar and Pahlavi dynasties, followed by the current
Islamic regime, Tehran has been the laboratory in which rulers have forged their sometimes mangled, always complicated narratives of modernity.
Hall of Mirrors / Kamal-ol-Molk

Qajar Tehran

The Qajars came to power when the global ﬂows of Western capital and colonial power
had already commenced. Qajar kings tried to fend oﬀ danger with a dual policy of
their own. On the one hand, they sought to legitimize their power at home through
the traditional alliance between religion and politics. On the other hand, they tried to
pick and choose aspects of modernity amenable to their own despotic rule. Just as old
buildings had responded to climatic and environmental, social, and cultural aspects, the
architectural nature of Tehran’s new buildings attested to this self-servingly selective
approach to modern ideas and institutions.

It was Tehran’s fate to become the capital during the period when Iran’s attitude towards the invading “other” was undergoing a radical, and consequential change. The
disastrous Turkamanchai Treaty of 182816 can be seen as the beginning of an injured
sense of cultural identity amongst Iranians. Contrary to the past, when Iran invariably
felt culturally superior to invaders, enacting a mock and expedient assimilation with a
haughty disdain for its conquerors, at this time Iran began to be awed and gradually
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Archaeological discoveries reveal courtyard houses with remarkably similar ﬂoor plans to
the traditional houses that were built until recently. The excavations at Ur by Leonard
Woolley between 1922 and 1934 uncovered a well-preserved residential quarter from the
20th century BC. His reports were published in Antiquaries Journal IV–XI 1924–1931. See
for example, plan and section of House no. 3 at Ur Gay Street, Woolley, The Antiquarian
Journal vol. VII, plate XLI.
The Russian invasions of Iran began early in the 19th century. On April 2, 1828, Fath Ali
Shah ceded to the empire of Russia, the Khanat of Erivan, the Khanat of Nakhtichevan and
all of Persian Armenia under the Treaty of Turkmanchai. In addition Persian ships were no
longer permitted to carry Persian cargo or passengers on the Caspian Sea. The Persians had
already lost all pretension of sovereignty over Georgia and Mongolia, including the Muslim
provinces of Daghestan and Chirvan (including future oil bearing Baku) in 1813 under the
provisions of the Golestan Treaty.

The supremacy of the West was sealed early in the century when Iran lost several wars
to Russia and hence much of its territorial dominion. As the British were spreading
their global empire in the Indian subcontinent, they recognized Iran as a necessary
keystone to protecting it. Throughout the 19th century Iran served as the battleground
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The emergent architectural style was still based on traditional Persian architecture but its
outward face had speciﬁc characteristics that were distinct and new. In attempting to imitate the Western models, the Qajar style emerged, and while the intention may have been
imitation, the adaptation was often innovative and quite unlike the Western paradigms.
Western travelers often described the amalgam of the two styles disparagingly.

between these two emerging global powers.18 The Iranian government tried to play
England and Russia oﬀ of each other, remaining suspicious of the West and of modernization, which was equated to Westernization. In the course of his long reign that
spanned half the century, Nassereddin Shah (1848–1896) traveled to Europe three
times and published his memoirs for the Iranian public. Nevertheless, he carefully
avoided displays of enthusiasm about the ways of the West. Equally notable is that
the Shah’s diary was translated into English and German almost immediately after his
visit and was immensely popular among Europeans. It was Europe’s ﬁrst and formative cultural encounter with a Persian monarch evoking the 1001 night fantasy of the
Oriental despot in full Oriental regalia.19
Thus, under the Qajars, Tehran was a young capital that remained for the most part a
quintessentially medieval city. Like all traditional cities of the Iranian plateau its foundation was tied closely to natural landscape and ecology of the region.20 Qajar Tehran
remained private, inward, and self-oriented, with medieval elements of an Islamic hue.
At its inception as the capital Tehran was conceived as a princely Islamic city of bazaars, a congregational mosque, and residential quarters.21 It was surrounded by walls
and gates and included a fortiﬁed citadel. The Qajars kept what the zealously religious
Safavids had built—city walls with 114 towers corresponding to the 114 verses of the
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Recent scholarship has shed much light on the intense rivalry of the two countries and the
ramiﬁcations it had on Iran; most rely heavily on the publication of published documentary
sources from the British Foreign Oﬃce archives, British Documents on Foreign Aﬀairs: Reports and Papers from Foreign Conﬁdential Print, Part 2 From the First to Second World War,
Series B, Turkey, Iran and the Middle East, 1918–39.
Nassereddin Shah’s Diary was translated and published in English as The Diary of H.M.
The Shah of Persia: During His Tour Through Europe in A.D. 1873, translated from Persian by
J.W. Redhouse; London, John Murray, 1874; it was republished with a new introduction by
Carole Hillenbrand, California, Mazda Publishers, 1995.
There was no river or large body of water nearby; Tehran’s development was nonetheless
closely tied to its principal source of water, the underground channels of water, the qanats
that conveyed the water from the foothills of the Alborz mountain range into the city.
Tehran’s growth from south to north over the course of the next century and one-half was
directly linked to the supply of water.
During the period when Aga Mohammad Khan, the founder of the Qajar Dynasty, was
trying to establish his dominion over Iran, he chose Tehran as his maqqar saltanat, dar
al-saltaneh and later dar al khelafeh in 1200 (1786), see Harford Brydges, Dynasty of the
Kajars, p. 18. Some 25 years earlier, Karim Khan Zand had intended to make Tehran his
capital and had ordered an imarat, [seat of government], a divan khaneh [audience hall],
and a harem and quarters for the body guards, Tarikh-i Giti Gusha; Bibliotheque National,
Supplement Pers. No. 1734, folio 29; but he changed his mind and instead chose Shiraz
as his capital. Prior to that the city had received some attention from the Safavid kings.
Strategically the region was always of signiﬁcance with the nearby site of ancient capital of
Ray or Rhages as testimony.

Arg 1858 / Krziz
Koran.22 The architectural language accurately reﬂected the Safavid’s aﬃrmation of
power. It was under the Safavids that Shiism became the dominant and oﬃcial religion
of Iran. 23The early walls and ramparts were pierced by four gateways, initially on the
cardinal points; eventually two more gates were added.
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Tehran’s is the only wall and rampart I have been able to discern with this symbolic association. Defensively the wall oﬀered little protection as unanimously reported by almost all
contemporary Western accounts.
By choosing the Shia faith as the national religion, the Safavids permanently distinguished
Iran from the rest of the Muslim world.

The royal palaces were situated within the citadel or arg, strategically located in the
north of the city, and also served as the administrative headquarters. The arg too, had
its protective wall and gates, accentuating that politics was in fact the private ﬁefdom
of the prince, and the common people had no role in it. Even the maydan, the square
in front of the arg that was the city’s principle public open space, was in fact, private.
In close proximity to the citadel was Masjid Shah, the imperial mosque, and next to it
was the bazaar, the city’s commercial spine. This triumvirate represented, both in the
realm of metaphors and of morphology, the traditional political religious and economic
power structure of the medieval city in Iran.

no more than a single room, clear diﬀerentiations and hierarchies were discernable,
separating the woman’s space from that of others.24
Throughout the 19th century and into the 20th Qajar Tehran expanded dramatically but
continued to display the traditional features of an Iranian Islamic city. When Nassereddin Shah ordered a new wall in 1868, all architects of the land were called forth in the
prevailing tradition, and a new wall, purportedly inspired by Vauban’s designs for the
fortiﬁcations of Paris, was built around the city.25 The 114 tower walls came down to
be replaced by an octagonal wall with 12 gateways, twelve being a sacred number for
Iran’s shiites. In fact the Persian version of Shiism has always been called Esna Ash’ari,
or the “twelvers.”26 Now the self-claimed global capital of this faith, its Dar-ol-Khelafa,
was to have twelve gates. The use of minarets and tile recalled religious symbolism
and visually signiﬁed a reaﬃrmation of religious/political identity. The false claim to a
“global” caliphate was perhaps as much an over-inﬂated sense of self as an overt reaction to the reality of Western power.
The European veneer that appeared in and around the arg in the latter part of the 19th
century was, at best, a superﬁcial adaptation of Western features, conﬁned to royal
quarters and palaces, Mahalleh Dowlat, and the area around the Shams-ol-Eamareh
where the European presence was also conﬁned.27 It was here that the city’s ﬁrst public
24

Royal Mosque / Flandin
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If these were organs of the city, the ﬂesh was its mahallehs, or residential quarters. Like
the city itself, each mahalleh was a largely self-suﬃcient mini-city with similar internal
organs and a hierarchy of streets from the more public khiaban to the most private
bonbast. And to continue the anthropomorphic analogy, houses, as the basic cells of the
body of the city, rarely faced these streets.
Each house was inward looking toward an internal courtyard, the ubiquitous hayat.
To a large extent the courtyard house was self-suﬃcient, equipped with a water cistern
and small vegetable garden. In many traditional houses, behind the doors stood a dark
pardeh, or veil, keeping the yard and the women safe from the intrusive eye of the outside world. The shape, and thus the sound of the doorknocker, signaled the gender of
a visitor. The architectural and political topography of such houses reﬂected the patriarchal structure of society. The agha or master of the house was revered and respected,
his authority never challenged. His wife (or wives if he so preferred), his children, and
his servants were at his beck and call; they were to be seen only when he desired, and
then only in the andaroun, the inner chambers. The birouni or reception quarter of the
house, as well as the public domain of the city and the arenas of its politics and culture,
was all forbidden territory for women. Even in the living quarters of the poor, often
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Though the terms andarouni and birouni probably predate Islam, the spatial evolution of
the courtyard house in this bipartite manner was closely linked to and reinforced by Islam.
According to shari’a,men are allowed four legal wives. When a man had more than one
wife, he often tried provided separate sleeping quarters for each wife.
With the establishment of the Darol-ol Fonoun [the technical university or royal college]
as part of the modernization reforms of Amir Kabir, the able vizier of Nassereddin Shah,
trained teachers (mostly from Austria) were employed not just by the school but also to
serve in many practical ﬁelds including cartography and construction. The Austrian engineer, Geisteger Khan who built communication roads to Mazandaran may well have
participated in the city’s expansion of the same time period.
The Shia believed that Ali, nephew and son-in-law of the prophet Mohammad was his only
legitimate successor; they do not accept the legitimacy of Abu Bakr, Osman and Omar. The
sons and descendents of Ali form a succession of twelve prophets, the last of whom disappeared and is known as the Imam Gheyb, Hidden Imam. By choosing the Shia faith as the
national religion, the Safavids permanently distinguished Iran from the rest of the Muslim
world.
The exaggerated impression of Western inﬂuence reported by contemporary visitors to the
city was in large part the result of the city’s conscious segregation of private and public
domains where even at the scale of the city, foreigners had little access to the traditional
quarters where the vast majority of the population resided. Throughout the 19th century, to
the outsider, the public face of the city remained the new royal quarter with its superﬁcial
Western symbols. Fear of fanaticism kept most visitors within the geographic conﬁnes of
the royal quarter. The inner city was the place where the Russian minister A.S. Gribayedov
and an embassy entourage of some 45 people were massacred within the legation grounds
when he tried to give shelter to a defected Armenian. Even such inﬂuential ﬁgures as Lord
Curzon were unable to go much beyond the royal quarter and the bazaar.

Thus the ﬁrst impact of modern global forces on Iran, ﬁltered through the Qajars,
made it more insular and introverted. Even as the shahs and their courts became increasingly covetous of Western objects, they were not keen to spread ideologies of
modernity. Nevertheless the ideological impact was signiﬁcant enough to result in the
Constitutional Revolution. Dissent came not just from the people but also from the
religious class, perhaps because their power was co-opted by courts adept at displaying
religious zealotry. The public uprising of 1905–06 seemed to visibly endorse modernity,
but the political embrace of modernization and westernization was still decades away.

Reza Shah’s Campaign to Modernize Tehran
Tehran’s transformation into an outward city with a new public identity—in other words, its transformation from Iran’s andaroun into its
birun—was not an evolutionary process but rather the conscious, radical
move by Reza Shah. He had entered
Iranian politics as an oﬃcer of the
Cossack Brigade and rapidly moved
to ﬁll the power vacuum left by the
ineptitude of the last Qajar rulers.29
He was self-taught with a keen
sense of history and a forceful desire
to bring Iran into the modern world.
The name change from Persia to
Iran marked a willful entry into the
comity of modern nations and symbolized a new global identity. Like
his contemporary, Kemal Ataturk in
Turkey, Reza Khan was ﬁrst inclined
to replace the Qajar dynasty in Iran
with a republic. But the Shiite clergy
were adamantly opposed to such a
move; they feared it would usher in
an era of unbridled Westernization

Shamsol Emareh / Saba
clock was constructed, the mechanical device for measuring time remaining one of the
potent metaphors of modernity. Yet, in spite of the clock—which incidentally soon
stopped working altogether—the city’s temporal life continued to be dominated by the
sound of moazins—heard everywhere around the time of daily prayers.
In fact, a religious presence was felt and fostered throughout 19th century Tehran. The
maps of the time display a proliferation of religious buildings commensurate with
growth of the city’s population. Takiehs, open theaters for performing passion-plays,
were focal points and natural communal centers enjoying both popular and royal patronage. The Takieh Dowlat was an elaborate circular building purportedly inspired by
the Victoria and Albert Hall, albeit instead of a roof it had a dome made of canvas.
In 1890, under Nassereddin Shah’s prime minister, the city’s only grand mosque was
completed, another conﬁrmation of the continued prominence and resurgence of religion during the late Qajar era. 28

28

By comparing Tehran’s maps, the 1858 Krziz map with that of Abdol Qaﬀar dated 1309
(1891) one can see the proliferation of religious buildings throughout the city. These two
documents remain important sources and have not received the attention they deserve.
Curiously neither of these maps were published in the abundant travel literature of the
period and seem to have been dismissed by Westerners as unscientiﬁc from a cartographic
perspective. The late Qajar period also witnessed an increased frequency of religious ceremonies and rituals, which were zealously patronized by the kings and royal entourage.
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For recent scholarship using declassiﬁed documents about Reza Shah’s rise to power see
Cyrus Ghani, Iran and the Rise of Reza Shah: From Qajar Collapse to Pahlavi Power. Cyrus
Ghani, IB Taurus, London, 2000; and Mohammad Gholi Majd, Great Britain and Reza
Shah, The Plunder of Iran, 1921-1941. Gainsville, Florida, University Press of Florida, 2001;
for a more critical perspective.

inclined more to the barracks style of politics, he had little patience.32 He left in place
only one gateway which he embellished with an addition and which led to his new
administrative headquarters, the former Maydan Mashkh or Champs de Mars.

and secularism; they worried that in a republic their own traditional authorities would
be irrevocably undermined. Partly in deference to their fears, Reza Khan changed his
tactics and eventually crowned himself Shah-an-Shah [King of Kings], and the ﬁrst
Pahlavi monarch. 30

Urban surgery and ideologically inspired erasures were not conﬁned to the walls, gateways, and royal citadel. As if to herald the advent of modernity’s rationalism, wide paved
boulevards with separate lanes for pedestrian and vehicular traﬃc were introduced.
Anything in the way was simply and unceremoniously demolished. An orthogonal grid
of streets superimposed on the mazelike patterns of traditional neighborhoods transformed the old, labyrinthine structures of the medieval mahallehs. Large public squares
and circles planned at the intersections of streets were to be grand, monumental focal
points of the urban design. They soon became expansive traﬃc circles. The rational
grid was also a symbolic demolition of the traditional power of the clergy, which had
been interwoven into the fabric of each mahalleh. Reza Shah’s program, like the buildings and Rings of ﬁn-de-siecle Vienna, was a clear example of architecture in service of
secularism.

Under Reza Shah, Tehran became the headquarters of a centralized bureaucracy.
The physical transformation of the city was a process of conscious ideological mutation, whereby the state introduced new institutions and new forms that had no
precedents in Persian tradition. Reza Shah set out to mold the city to his vision.31
During 128 years of Qajar rule the royal court and its entourage were the arbiters
of taste and the regime’s conservative bent inﬂuenced architecture as well: stylistic
changes were slow and superﬁcial. During the two decades of Reza Shah’s rule, the
State was the tastemaker and the major architectural client. The formal and functional
changes it fostered were fundamental and the pace of change was rapid.

Meydan Mashq Gate
Meydan Sepah Qadam

To make his capital accessible to modern means of transportation, Reza Shah approved
urban design methods reminiscent of Baron Haussmann’s refashioning of Paris. The
walls and all 12 gateways were destroyed between 1932 and 1937. A military man,
32
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Of course he was aided in this vision and in the implementation of the reforms by an
elite group of competent ministers and advisors educated in the West, among them Abdul
Hussein Teymourtache, Prince Firuz Mirza (descendent of Fath Ali Shah Qajar), and Ali
Akbar Davar.
Marefat, 1988, 69–154; Donald Wilber, Riza Shah: the Resurrection and Reconstruction of
Iran (New York:Exposition Press, 1975).
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According to Shahri, one of the ways in which unemployment was solved during the early
years of the Pahlavi regime was the demolition of the streets and reconstruction of the
wide avenues. “Almost all the economic wheels were put to motion including those directly
involved in construction (amaleh, faaleh, mofti, bana, memar, navkesh, kheshtemal, kourehpaz, tufal kub, naghash, shishe bor, lulehkesh, kahforush, chub forush, kharakchi, massaleh forush,
kharpakub, tufal kub, shirvani saz [detailed list of various construction trades]) and the many
people involved in the sale of construction material were all kept busy.” The order was given
by Reza Shah and immediately implemented by Sarhang Agha Khan Buzarjomehri who
was the rais [director] of the Baladieh. Jafar Shahri, Tehran-e Qadim Vol. 1, (Tehran: Moin
Publishers, 1993) 206, ftn. 11.

Even more symbolically potent was what Reza Shah did with the buildings that
housed the Qajar kings and their expansive harams. He tore down the walls of the arg
and razed more than two-thirds of its buildings, including the royal andaroun, once
the most private urban space of the elite, and the Takieh Dowlat, the royal theaterin-the-round that connected the king to his religious populace. On the ruins of these
structures, he erected impressive buildings to house the modern bureaucracy he had
fashioned in the place of the old divans. In a clear departure from the arg that was
separated from the people by high walls, the new governmental oﬃces were (at least in
their style of architecture) more accessible to the common man, and thus embodied a
more democratic spirit, although inadvertently. The State not only built new structures
to house new institutions, but became directly involved in inﬂuencing architectural
form. Reza Shah not only chose the architects for each project, but also put his personal stamp on their style of construction. The city would henceforth bear his mark. In
this sense he was continuing the tradition of the Oriental despot but in his ambition to
transform his country he is also comparable to his modern contemporaries including
Ataturk and Mussolini.
Gradually but surely a new State architecture emerged in which form bespoke the
functions of a modern state and underscored its power and grandeur. 33 The new State
rested on an ideological foundation of nationalism, secularism, and modernization, and
the new architecture helped inculcate these values. Unlike his Qajar counterparts Reza
Shah never traveled to Europe, but hastily tried to break Iran out of its medieval (and
religious) shell into the global arena of modern nations.

National Bank (Banke Melli)
In new buildings during Reza Shah’s reign, the religious symbols of the 19th century
were replaced with pre-Islamic imagery intended to recall the grandeur of the ancient
Persian kings. Images of Cyrus, Darius, and Xerxes were conjured to emphasize the
authority of the new secular state. Employing a vocabulary of forms newly uncovered
by archaeologists in Persepolis and Susa, architecture became a potent instrument for
State propaganda. 35 The fact that the glories of the Persian architecture were extolled
by famous Orientalists and Western archaeologists was not to be overlooked. The efforts of an American, Arthur Upham Pope, a self-proclaimed propagandist of Persian art, impressed the monarch to repeal an arcane archaeological concession to the
French and to permit entry for Pope and other foreign experts into mosques and holy
sites. With the help of fellow enthusiasts, Pope perpetuated the internationalization of
Persian art, through proliﬁc publication in the popular press and through blockbuster
exhibitions and conferences throughout the world.36 With the establishment of Iran’s
new archaeological museum, its national treasures no longer had to leave the country.

The architectural style of Iran’s new National Bank embodied the transformation. This
bank was a symbol of ﬁnancial independence. Its birth meant the death of a British
Bank that had for almost a century controlled the country’s ﬁnances and become a
troubling sign of colonial domination. The National Bank building was inspired by
Persepolis, the ancient treasury of the Persian Empire, which was under excavation at
the same time.34 The judiciary, hitherto under clerical sway, was revamped and turned
over to the government and newly trained secular judges. A new building, fashioned
after the functionalism of modern oﬃce buildings, was built to house the new decidedly secular agency.
33
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For a discussion of the architectural development of a new national style and architects of
the period see Mina Marefat, “The Protagonists who shaped modern Tehran,” in Bernard
Hourcade and Chahryar Adle, Teheran, Capital Bicentennaire, (Paris, 1991), 73–94.
Ernst Herzfeld (1879–1948) ﬁrst visited Iran in 1905 when serving as a young ﬁeld architect in Assur in Mesopotamia. He returned to Iran to begin the excavations in Persepolis in
1930 under the sponsorship of the Oriental Institute of the University of Chicago, publishing his ﬁndings in the Illustrated London News during the years 1931–1935, lectured in
the United States on the subject, and later published Iran in the Ancient East. I have found
in his personal correspondence, drawings he submitted to the Anjoman Asar Melli indicating his direct involvement in providing resources for contemporary architects building in
Iran.
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Archaeological excavations were an important source of inspiration and there is evidence
that archaeologists were in fact advising some of the architects and closely linked to the
reconstruction eﬀorts under Reza Shah, Mina Marefat, “Tehran: Architecture of the State,
the advent of Modernism,” published in PAR Monthly Journal, Vol. V:No. 7 (55) August,
1990, pp. 37–52; “In Search of the Glorious Past,” and “Reza Shah, Building in Stone,”
MESA, 1989.
Pope’s role in promoting Persian art internationally has yet to be fully acknowledged. M.
Marefat, “Architect of Persian Culture: Arthur Upham Pope,” paper presented to Middle
East Studies Association, Anchorage, 2004, forthcoming publication in Tavous Quarterly
Magazine, Tehran.

Andre Godard, who later became the ﬁrst Dean of Tehran University’s new Fine Arts
Faculty, headed the museum. 37

Most of all, in Tehran, Reza Shah attempted to take control of Western presence
and turn it to the beneﬁt of Iran, only to ﬁnd that Iran was at that time, not a crucial nexus of the ﬂows of capital, people, and politics. The modern Tehran poised for
global signiﬁcance was less consequential than he hoped. Ironically, when Iran became
consequential during World War II, global politics necessitated the ousting of Reza
Shah. His refusal to ﬁre and extradite German engineers he had earlier employed, (so
as to control the foreign presence and counterbalance British and Russian dominance
established during Qajar rule) resulted in the Allied invasion and occupation of Iran in
1941.41 Reza Shah, the zealous nationalist whose modernizing ways would have global
consequences that beneﬁted the Allies, died a few years later in exile in South Africa.

As women were forcefully unveiled in the mid-thirties, so too the city’s architecture
was forced to lift its inward look, its infatuation with pardeh, and open itself to the gaze
of the outside world.
Like Ataturk in Turkey, Reza Shah was head of a paternalistic state zealously intent on
modernization, heroically leaping to catch up with the West, at least in visible forms
that might or might not signal substantive changes.38 Obsessed with how the West
perceived Iran, Reza Shah wanted to prove that it was no longer the backward country
decried by the Western travelers. His ambivalent relationship with the West in some
ways epitomizes that of the Iranian public several decades later. On the one hand he
admired the West and wanted to open Iran to the world and welcomed the global forces of modernization. “I will make Iran so good that the Westerners will come and visit
the country,” he was often quoted as saying.39 On the other hand he hated Westerners
for their perceived and real superiority. He was envious of the advanced ways of other
nations and refused to visit any country after his visit to Turkey.40 He needed Western
experts but at the same time he wanted to cut short the hand of Westerners by creating Iranian counterparts to replace them. Some of the new state buildings were built
by foreign architects from various European countries: Germany, Russia, and France
(H. Heinrich, N. Marcoﬀ, M. Siroux each respectively from these countries.). At the
same time, Reza Shah’s institutions had produced a new generation of Iranian architects trained abroad and in Iran who began to put their own unique stamp on some
of the private and public buildings of this period. These included Mohsen Foroughi,
Vartan Avanessian, Gabriel Guevrekian, Keyghobad Zafar, Ali Sadegh, Ali Moshiri,
and many others.
37
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Godard’s appointment in Iran was part of the renegotiations with the French who had
received a concession to conduct archaeological excavations in Iran in perpetuity from
Nassereddin Shah. Godard was both the architect of the building and director of the museum and the archaeological services in Iran and a scholar, who published the “Athar-e Iran,
Annales du Service Archaeologique de L’Iran, (Paris: Librarie Orientaliste, 1936–49). M.
Marefat, “Persian Art and the Politics of Cultural Identity”, presented to the International
Symposium on Museums and Cultural Exchange held at Case Western Reserve University,
Cleveland, 2001.
In fact the only trip Reza Shah took outside Iran was to visit Ataturk in Ankara in 1934.
A commemorative illustrated (propaganda) publication, Album edite en commemoration du
voyage de Sa Majeste Imperiale Reza Chah Pahlavi, Chaninchah de Perse was published in
June 1934, (Turkey: Imprimerie du Milliyet, 1934). I am grateful to Abdol Aziz FarmanFarmaian for providing me this reference, which is quite informative.
Donald Wilber, Riza Shah: the Resurrection and Reconstruction of Iran, (New York, Exposition Press, 1975), 233.
Wilber quotes him as saying to one of his ministers reporting on his trip to Europe, “ Don’t
say anything more about Europe, we are going to work here and make it like Europe, ibid,
233.

Mohammad Reza Shah
Forced to abdicate by the Allies in
1941, Reza Shah was succeeded by
his green 21-year old son Mohammad Reza Shah. The secular fervor
of the father endured throughout the
son’s 37-year reign. Once again Tehran was the locus of changes bearing
the Pahlavi mark. The city became
not just irreversibly modern, but also
global long before the advent of the
Information Age. By the late 1960s
Tehran began to reﬂect the growth
pattern of emerging third-world
mega cities. Its prewar population of
about 500,000 had quadrupled each
decade to reach more than 4.5 million by the mid-1970s.42 Added to
the secular bent of the Pahlavi kings,
oil became a factor of importance in
Tehran’s globalization and its archi41
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Germans were employed in many infrastructure (from roads and bridges to ﬁshing canneries and factories) and construction projects (railroad station and national bank and many
other buildings) throughout Reza Shah’s tenure. It was the presence of the 690 Germans
who along with their families totaled under 2,000 persons, that was used to justify the
Allied invasion; George Kirk, ed. The Middle East in the War, (London,: Methuen, 1952),
130-132.
According to the Markaz Amar Iran, [Iranian Statistical Center], the population of Tehran
in the year 1335 [1956] was 1,512,083 and in 1355 [1976] the population was 4,530,223;
this statistic is recorded in Tehran 80, Tarh Barnamehrizi strategique [Strategic Planning
Document] (Tehran: Markaz Motaleat va Barnamehrizi. 1374 [1990]), 15.

tectural evolution. In a sense, Tehran became not just the capital of a thriving economy,
but an international haven for those ﬂeeing the West’s depressed economic state of the
1970’s. Oil and modernism became coterminous.43 The Shah was intent on making
Tehran a city of modern splendor. In a deluded sense, he saw himself as the heir of
Cyrus the Great and the inheritor of his empire.44

grandeur. Tehran became an international epicenter for architects. Enticed by the lure
of Petrodollars, an impressive array of the world’s most inﬂuential architectural ﬁrms
converged on the city and began to draw plans suited to the Shah’s eclectic and ambitious intentions. The scope of these grand ideas can only be compared with that of the
grand projets Mitterand would have for Paris some ten years later.

Despite an orgy of building, the city infrastructure remained feeble; it was incapable
of handling the new onslaught of people, commodities, and cars. Architects and urbanists in both the private and public sectors had warned about the serious nature of
this problem.45 But the fever of rapid development, fueled by Petrodollars made those
in power oblivious to such sober warnings. The new Tehran was in one sense a global
place where ﬂows of capital, goods, information and people converged. Yet it had no
sanitary sewage system, no adequate public utility, and no adequate means of public
transportation.

Entire cities were designed at once, to be built in and around Tehran. The shaping of
the architectural landscape of this new sprawling capital had two aspects. On one hand,
Tehran became an architectural melting pot, a key arena for modernist and even postmodernist structural and stylistic experimentation. A veritable who’s who of architecture, from Michel Ecochard to Kenzo Tange, I.M. Pei, Louis Kahn, Moshe Safdie,
and Jacqueline Robertson; even large corporate architectural ﬁrms such as Skidmore
Owings and Merrill, Perkins and Will, and Lewelyn Davis converged on Iran for their
chance at experimentation and their piece of the ‘petrol-pie.’46

Physically the city was now divided into north and south, a polarization that was based
on income as much as environmental conditions and physical infrastructure. Where
once all incomes were interspersed in the same neighborhoods a distinct class and
income diﬀerentiation emerged so that the old traditional city to the south was devoid
of its more aﬄuent patrons. The polarization of the city by income began with the
social restructuring of society in the Pahlavi era. It became an implicit part of Tehran
with ramiﬁcations beyond the physical; there would emerge a bi-polar culture where
the religious and traditional (often low income class) lived in the southern older city
juxtaposed against the new secular and modern middle and upper class living in the
north. In closer proximity to the mountains and source of water, the environmental
conditions of the north were more much more pleasant.

Iranian architects also designed fragments of the Tehran puzzle or made impressive
new plans for the city. Houshang Seyhoun, Abdol Aziz Farmanfarmayan, Kamran
Diba, and Nader Ardalan (most of whom were educated abroad) were among the rank
and ﬁle of new professionals who in order to receive large public commissions were
required to establish “mohandesin moshaver,” consulting ﬁrms and joint ventures with
foreign companies. Farman-Farmaian’s ﬁrm in collaboration with the American company of Victor Gruen and Associates drew the city’s new comprehensive plan.47 A new
senate building with its modern structure in travertine marble, designed by Foroughi
and Ghiai and a commemorative tomb for Ibn Sina inspired by Islamic architecture
of Gombad Ghabus designed by Seyhoun represent the dual tendencies of modernism
and traditional eclecticism. Both were imbued with a ﬁerce sense of nationalism; both
are examples of the new architectural climate and the Iranian contribution that set the
tone for development in the 1960s and 1970s.

The Shah of Iran, bent on creating what he called “the Great Civilization,” was determined to make the country’s capital a place of modern splendor and monumental
43
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With the creation of OPEC, oil revenues in Iran increased dramatically to 19 billion dollars by 1975. See Robert B. Stobaugh, “The evolution of Iranian Oil Policy, 1925–1975” in
George Lenczowski, ed., Iran Under the Pahlavis, (Stanford, CA: Hoover Institution Press,
1978), 201–252, note the chart on 247.
In 1971 the Shah celebrated the 2500th anniversary of the Kingdom of Iran, inviting all
heads of state to a lavish extravaganza of tents set up in the ancient site of Persepolis, invoking the person of Cyrus the Great and declaring it the year of Cyrus the Great.
In this context a seminal conference was organized in 1962 with leading experts to address
the problems of Tehran and make recommendations. Sokhanrani-ha va Gozaresh-ha dar
seminar-e Barresi-e Masael Ejtemai Shahr Tehran, [The First Seminar on the Social Problems of the City of Tehran, April 1962], (Tehran: Institute for the Social Research at the
University of Tehran, 1964). It is unfortunate that the astute recommendations seem to
have remained on paper. What is also noteworthy about this conference is that it included
the country’s top professionals and many of the key organizers and participants emerged as
leaders in the interim government of Iran and in opposition to the Shah, including Abolhassan Banisadr and Mehdi Bazargan.

A paradigmatic example of Mohammad Reza Shah’s global vision or megalomania
was Shahestan Pahlavi, a new administrative township that was to centralize governmental bureaus that had been hitherto spread around the city. No other project was as
grand. The British ﬁrm Llewelyn Davis developed a master plan; despite being a British ﬁrm’s design, the product was a very American concept developed on the model of
Manhattan under mayor Lindsey. Hiring Jacquelin Robertson who then in turn hired
all the young “turks” who had worked in the New York planning oﬃce of Lindsey, the
Shahestan model was more ambitious than any other city plan of its time and a precursor to those developed later by the Saudis.48 As they embarked on these grand projects,
46
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M. Marefat, “Modern and Islamic,” Harvard Design Magazine, Winter/Spring 1997, Harvard Graduate School of Design, 42–45.
Farman-farmaian, Abdol Aziz and Victor Gruen, ed. Tarh-I Jami’ Tehran [Tehran Masterplan], 1969.
I would like to thank Terry Williams, AIA for his recollection of working on the Shahestan
project with Jacqueline Robertson.

monument to Mohammad Reza Shah’s wild claim to and celebration of global status—grand in its foreign design, frivolous in its function, and loudly declaring to the
world, “here is the city, open to your wares and your ideas and investments.”

the architects routinely traveled to Isfahan, Shiraz, Kashan, Kirman and Yazd. Seeing
the magniﬁcent remains of Safavid architecture, the domes, minarets and windcatchers, the young American architects were awestruck by a beauty not easily replicated.
Unwilling to simply replicate an existing Western model, and with the ﬁnancial luxury
aﬀorded them, many in fact, tried to create a contextual language that paid homage to
the rich architectural tradition. They were aided in this process by being partnered with
their Iranian counterparts. The Sazman Barnameh, the planning organ that mandated
joint ventures dictated that Iranian ﬁrms were to have foreign architects as their partners. Large consortiums were established in Iran as architectural ﬁrms mushroomed to
meet the demands of public building projects. Private development lagged behind the
public sector, but that too was not far behind.

To these architects and their royal patron, it mattered little that the city had no sanitary
sewage system, no adequate public utility, and no eﬃcient means of public transportation. More importantly, they were unaware that beneath the modern, cosmopolitan veneer of the city, there throbbed a latent deeply religious soul, ill at ease with modernity
and all of its consequences.
Most of the Shah’s grand projects remained on paper. But some of them nonetheless make a claim to global inﬂuence on architecture. Pardisan, for example, became
a paradigm in the realm of landscape design inﬂuencing projects around the world
as a milestone and turning point according to landscape architect Anne Spirn who
was on McHarg’s team.49 Pardisan was conceived by Eskandar Firouz, a dynamic well
educated minister of the environment as “an extraordinary experiment of world-wide
signiﬁcance” to help “transform Iranian attitudes toward the environment and to help
modern Persians to solve modern problems.”50 ”Utilizing scholars and specialists in the
relevant disciplines, PARDISAN will be the largest and most comprehensive center
in the country for research in all scientiﬁc ﬁelds related to the environment.” Sources
and types of pollution would be researched and “in the ﬁeld of zoology for example
PARDISAN will be a living laboratory for the breeding and conservation of rare and
endangered species.” In other words it would integrate “institutions which elsewhere
are entitled Academy of Natural Science, Museum of History, Zoological Garden,
Botanical Garden, Aquarium and Planetarium” into one single entity audaciously and
imaginatively reversing “ the traditional separatism and reductionism of the sciences
and proposing a reintegration of knowledge for human use.” 51

Another scheme was an ultra-modern resort town on the island of Kish, designed by
an Italian architect. It was to be not only an imperial escape but also a Middle Eastern
Las Vegas for the oil-rich sheikhs of the Persian Gulf. It had both a casino and an
18-hole golf course designed by one of the world’s foremost landscape architects. The
continent’s largest urban park––the ﬁrst global park if you would––was designed by
Philadelphia ecologist Ian McHarg in association with Mandala Associates in Tehran’s
northern suburbs. Called Pardisan (alluding to the Persian word for Paradise) it was to
simulate the ﬁve climatic zones of the world incorporating an animal reserve, museums, planetarium, cultural centers and picnic grounds.
Today, Tehran is all but bereft of any trace of this golden age of architectural planning.
The most important exception to this rule is Meydan Shahyad. It was the metaphoric

The shock of the revolution jolted architects back to reality. Foreign architects returned
to their respective countries to thriving practices, fondly remembering their brief, intense sojourn in the land of the Peacock throne where reality had brieﬂy outshown
fantasy. Ironically the most fanciful of these projects had been built, a 1001 Arabian
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In working on this project, I too share Spirn’s opinion. The client, the Department of Environment and its able minister Eskandar Firouz, provided an unprecedented visionary
leadership style that was inspiring. New and bold ideas were encouraged beyond any established methods of practice. Far from being simply a place for plants and animals modeled
on and surpassing the San Diego Zoo, similar types of the interactive museums and cultural
activity centers (though not on the same scale) have become prevalent (in other parts of
the world) in the last two decades as museums have emerged beyond their traditional roles.
A report was published entitled, Pardisan, Plan for an Environmental Park in Tehran for the
Imperial Government of Iran, (Tehran: Department of Environment, the Mandala Collaborative/Wallace, McHarg, Roberts, and Todd, Winchell Press, 1975).
Ibid, p. 5
Ibid, p. 5

Nights-esque palace for the Shah’s sister designed by Taliesin Associates in association
with Nezam Ameri. The same team also built a Frank Lloyd Wright-inspired university Damavand College for Women in the foothills of the Alborz Mountains on the
outskirts of Tehran. These two projects helped sustain the successor ﬁrm of America’s
greatest architect in the lean years before the commodiﬁcation of the Frank Lloyd
Wright trademark.

Thus Iran established a religious state in place of the nation-state. While it closed
its doors to the West it simultaneously signaled a wider and more universal message
to others to do the same. By its economic deﬁnition Iran was more global prior to
1979, but ideologically it became more global post-1979. So much so, that at ﬁrst
for 444 days almost every household in America, and other parts of the world, anxiously tuned in for news from Tehran. And to contain the threat of more Islamic
revolutions, the United States covertly supported Iraq’s invasion of Iran. The ensuing eight-year war had even more global ramiﬁcations. With the disclosure of the
covert arms deal with both Iraq and Iran, the image of America abroad was globally and irreversibly tainted. What “Watergate” was to internal politics in America
in the 1970s, “Iran-Contra” was to the international world a decade later. The loss
of conﬁdence and belief in the fundamental goodness of government shattered the
once common belief that America was more benevolent than European colonialists
of the previous era. As a result and perhaps equally grave, Islam, a universal religion of
peace, became globally associated with militantism and with international terrorism.

In the years since the revolution I have encountered many foreign architects on whom
Iran left an indelible mark. The impact of foreign architects on Iran is diﬃcult to gauge.
On one hand, the foreign presence was not always welcome since many foreigners were
aﬀorded opportunities not made available to the local architects. On the other hand,
many local architects had the opportunity to work with some of the world’s top professionals in almost equal partnership. The result was (sometimes, equal parts) enrichment
and identity crisis.
For all the Shah’s fervor, the experts from around the world, and the money that ﬂowed
from oil, modernization in Iran came to a screeching halt. In an ironic reversal of his
father’s fate, it was not global forces that ended his reign but those of the persistent
“local” culture. Disgruntled intellectuals joined forces with Islamic fundamentalists to
bring down the house of Pahlavi. As the 1979 revolution unfolded, Islamic forces
soon eliminated the intellectuals from assuming power. Religion and tradition triumphed. Beneath the modern facade—the zaher, there had always lurked the traditional face—the baten. The frenzy of revolution both confronted the encroachments of
globalization and (again) played upon and reversed the visible and the hidden—Iran
was “moved at once by a will to change—to transform both itself and its world” and “by
a terror of disorientation and disintegration,”52 in an explosive upheaval aﬀecting every
domain of personal, social, and political life. All that was solid melted into air. Approaching a half-century of pursuing modernity and globalization, suddenly Iran became the
ﬁrst Islamic State and Tehran became an Islamic capital.

Tehran Today
The open-door policy that marked ﬁve decades of Western inﬂuence was abruptly
interrupted as the city symbolically and literally closed its gates to the West. The secular bureaucracy—the Pahlavi legacy—was at times overhauled, initially replaced by
“Islamic komitehs,” a breed of “commissars” in Islamic garb, intent on enforcing the
new regulations and the ideology of the new Islamic regime on all facets of Iranian life.
Women who, a generation earlier, had been forcefully unveiled by Reza Shah were now
forced to wear veils again by Ayatollah Khomeini; a kind of gender-apartheid became
the law of the land; entry to public buildings became gender-separate. Just as Reza
Shah once systematically secularized the nation and Tehran was his showcase, the
Islamic Republic superimposed Islamic statutes upon the nation and Tehran became
the hallmark. In the ﬁrst decade after the revolution, the pre-Islamic and Neo-Achaemenid imagery was stripped from public monuments and replaced with Islamic slogans. Statements by Imam Khomeini were sprayed on every open wall and images of
wellknown clerics and martyrs were plastered in large murals across multistory buildings. The city was and to some extent still is intentionally used as a didactic billboard
to culturally indoctrinate the unruly ﬂock.

Employing the power of the media and all its modern trappings, the revolution in
Iran unfolded before a global audience. Tehran became a global forum for revolution, a modern expression of battleground much as St. Petersburg had done so when
it had sparked the Soviet revolution 62 years earlier. In an irony of global proportion,
as the Shah of Iran was sent into exile, images on the television screen (perhaps the
most powerful tool of modernization) brought Tehran into nearly every home. Fleeting glimpses of blindfolded hostages and militant students dressed in American army
jackets became indelibly associated with Tehran. The modern university that was Reza
Shah’s solution to producing homegrown experts became the city’s de-facto congregational mosque.
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Hundreds of new mosques sprung up throughout the city alongside large-scale modern housing projects. Functioning as more than religious and community centers, the
mosques also served as the control nodes for distribution of food coupons and political
decrees during the meager days of food shortage and war. Tehran remains the center
for decision-making, the economic nerve-center, the bureaucratic hub of the country,
and the land of promise for hundreds of thousands of individuals who migrate to the
capital in search of opportunity. If modern governmental buildings, and a new rational
urban grid were the legacy of Reza Shah, if Maydan Shahyad was the enduring monument of the Mohammed Reza Shah period, then the grand and gaudy monument

erected as the shrine of Imam Khomeini near Tehran’s rapidly expanding cemetery
must be considered the major architectural trace of the ﬁrst two decades of Islamic
rule.

The growth of the city has continued on two diﬀerent, class-determined, directions.
The rich still build their new houses in the northern section, while the less prosperous and the poor dominate the eastern ﬂank of the sprawling city. Large housing
complexes have of course been built on both sides of the divide: Ekbatan in the west,
and Omid in the east. As with other third-world mega-cities, Tehran too has its share
of “shanty towns.” The very poor and the new migrants who have ﬂocked to the city
in search of el dorado have built squalid colonies such as Islam-Shahr and Khak-seﬁd.
One of the early tremors that heralded the Islamic revolution had taken place when
the shah’s security forces had tried to forcefully clear one of these shantytowns. The
settlers fought back and forced the government to retreat. Today the Islamic Republic
is no less impotent in the face of such cancerous, but inevitable urban growth. In the
spatial development of Tehran, political agendas have always outweighed ecology and
the needs of the inhabitants.

Pollution, traﬃc congestion, overcrowding, lack of a sewage system, water shortage,
and a high cost of living have all become part of the price people must pay to live in
the capital. Once again, Tehran has become a fertile playground for urban planning
by experimental would-be planners and shrewd land speculators. The state, until recently, the principal investor in urban projects, is now only ﬁnancially responsible for
twenty percent of the urban development.53 The city’s entrepreneurial former mayor
incited much controversy as he sought uncommon solutions for the city’s old and new
problems.54 For example, use of personal vehicles is still forbidden in particular zones
within the city and new highways provide easy access across town, but Tehran’s traﬃc
problem is still insurmountable. The Metro, under construction for more than ﬁfteen
years, is partially in use but the city sewage problems interfere with its further progress.
Under new aesthetic and landscaping canons, vacant land can no longer remain idle as
inﬁll parks and new construction rapidly replaces abandoned and unused areas.

The silhouette of the city is rapidly changing as permits are granted for construction
of highrise apartments, even in the most unlikely neighborhoods. The fact that Tehran
happens to be located on one of the world’s potentially deadliest fault lines seems to
be of no concern to the people, or those in power.55 Borges, the city’s ubiquitous residential towers have mushroomed in the surrounding mountainside seemingly defying
the steep topographical reality. The ill-fated Shahestan still remain fallow, but there
are plans to construct a large-scale administrative center for the oﬃces of the National
Iranian Oil Company. A new generation of Iranian architects, many trained in the
schools of architecture in Iran and abroad during the Pahlavi era are conceiving grand
projects for the Islamic Republic. Architecture schools have multiplied, not just in
Tehran, but throughout the nation, and there are now more than a dozen publications
dedicated to architecture and planning whereas only a decade ago here were very few.
It is not far fethed that projects planned decades earlier may eventually be resuscitated
by Iranian architects.
The tale of Tehran’s woes and wonders, of its many forced excursions into modernity
and equally forced retreats into tradition is an odyssey of paradox and contradiction. It
is the troubled response of a modernizing/globalizing Islamic culture.
Despite a global information explosion, most cities of the Islamic world remain enigmatic. As made obvious by the Iranian revolution, a combination of political events
and cultural biases can, in fact, contribute to the increased isolation of certain regions
of the world. In tracing the path of Tehran’s troubled journey I have tried to show how

North Tehran / Motahari
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The devastating earthquake in Bam and Arg Bam in the province of Kerman in December
2003 has once again brought home the message that many of Iran’s largest cities including
Tehran are in earthquake prone regions. There even has been discussion to move te capital
from Tehran. As audacious and bold as it may sound, if such a move were to take place
it would be in some ways historically entrenched in the tradition of short-lived capitals,
where changes of dynasties often resulted in change of te seat of government.

it has evolved in the face of the demands of modernity and globalization. Perhaps the
fate of Tehran can help us better understand the growth of other Islamic cosmopolitan centers. For reasons that now need little explanation, we cannot aﬀord to remain
oblivious; instead we must disseminate knowledge and foster deeper understanding of
these cultures.
For years the global playground of all countries, Iran is now connected to the world
only by the global Internet. Like the country itself, Tehran too seems caught in a
double-bind. as Marx said, “everything is pregnant with its contrary.” The andaroun
and birun, the structural principle of the Islamic city of the Qajars vigorously eﬀaced
by the Pahlavis reemerged, reinvigorated by the Islamic obsession with the pardeh. The
city like its inhabitants has to hide beneath the veil of self-imposed privacy, isolated
from the rest of the world. In this duality the city replicated a characteristic of Persian
culture. A century of turmoil and trauma and attempts at forced modernization and
de-modernization have perhaps created a new, critical condition in the Iranian psyche.
The defensive and creatively eclectic dualism of the past has led to a kind of “cultural
schizophrenia:” half “modern,” half “looking backward,” with one hand appropriating
things from the West while the other ideologically rejects all of it. Architecturally,
the result is “a phantasmagoria of past, present, international and local.” Perhaps too,
architecture is no longer a controllable symbol of a culture, nor a controlling one for
a nation.

Modern Tehran
forces of the new global economy—make any attempt at cultural autarky as comically
obsolete as the idea of preserving a pristine culture and a pristine past immune to the
operations of appropriation and reinterpretation.

In examining “global” as instanced by the four historical eras, it is evident that a city’s
global status may not be the same at diﬀerent historical moments. There is no either/or
of global for cities like Tehran. Instead it can be both global and not global at once. Its
globalization is at best fragmented and fractured.

Tehran, as the symbolic showcase of the new political oligarchy, displays an Islamic
face, but a vibrant cosmopolitanism continues to thrive in the subaltern city. We might
say it is a city both anti-global and global.

Tehran, as in the past, remains a lively and complex reality, full of conﬂict and dualism beneath its bleak Islamic garb. In spite of attempts to create a cultural autarky
by some forces in the government, Iran and Tehran remain deeply curious about and
engaged with the world. As for the global inﬂuence, Iran’s revolution continues to
have global impact as a seemingly ‘successful’ rejection of global forces. Iran’s Islamic
State, praised by the religiously minded remains potentially threatening to the West
and reason enough for President Bush to dub it a member of the “axis of evil.” While
many in Iran’s government still seem to suggest that a total retooling of the society
according to Islam is the only eﬀective antidote to the poison of Western encroachment, vast segments of the city’s young population use everything from satellite dishes
to the Internet to enact their extroversion and their insatiable connections to a larger
world. After Israel, Iran is reported to be the most “wired” county in the Middle East.
Iranians, particularly the youth who are at least demographically the dominant force
of society, participate more and more in a world civilization. The global triumph of
Persian cinema will provide more opportunities for the West to get a glimpse into the
hidden world behind the curtain. The new global reach of the Internet—as well the

Marshall Berman sums it up and I again substitute global for where he has used modern:
“To be [global] is to live a life of paradox and contradiction. It is to be overpowered by the immense bureaucratic organizations that have the power to control
and often to destroy all communities, values, lives; and yet to be undeterred in our
determination to face these forces, to ﬁght to change their world and make it our
own. It is to be both revolutionary and conservative: alive to new possibilities for
experience and adventure, frightened by the nihilistic depths to which so many
[global] adventures lead, longing to create and to hold something real even as everything melts. We might say that to be fully [global] is to be anti-[global].”55
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